The complete solution for mobility
with COVID-19 features/safety

Message from Abhay Kumar – Managing Director ASG The Travel India Pvt. Ltd.
Dear All- Hope each one of you are safe and sound! We have come across a situation which we have never thought of…the
pandemic is not just checking our preparedness for BCP but also testing our patience while managing our work and dealing
with it. While we all have been struggling to manage our personal and professional lives after the Corona virus being spread in
India. Given the fact, it is not going to be easy to live our lives the way it was before. However, we have to move on, as it will
certainly take long time to get back to normal live…
Therefore, accepting the fact that we have to live with COVID-19 and have to have a fresh start, of course keeping covid
situation in mind. It is amazing to see the how government of India is fighting with this unprecedented time and inspires all to
join the battle against COVID-19. I feel good while sharing with you that we have been taking care of our brand ambassador
“drivers”, we have been paying them even if there is no work. And we are supporting many of our clients to fulfil their essential
services requirement’s.
Since , economical, efficient ,safe & secure transport plays a key role to resume our work or to manage any of our work.
In Covid-19 situation, ASG The Travel India is committed to extend required support to all of our clients to manage their
ground transport need seamlessly .
We are offering end to end mobility solution with RTO preparedness plan.
Thanks!
Stay cautious and stay safe ! As we can not stay home longer.

Transport Guidelines to ensure safety and security while transit.
Safety point for drivers

Each vehicle will be disinfected before every pick up and drop.

Safety points for users

Keep Pass/I Card while travelling.

Download Aarogya Setu App

All drivers have been trained on best practices and are healthcertified
Maintain social distancing when seated inside the vehicle

All drivers will wear masks and gloves all the time while on duty.

All drivers will be thermal screened before getting into the
vehicles

Wear your mask at all times

Sanitize your hands before you enter and exit the vehicle

Ensure thermal screening before you enter the vehicle

Hand sanitizers will be placed in all vehicles
Try to avoid AC as much as you can
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New process post lock down

•Before entering into office/home wash your hands/sanitize.
•Avoid using Train/bus, use personal vehicle or trusted travel vehicle.
•No hand shake , may do “Namaste” instead.
•Social distancing all the time once step out of home.
•Keep sanitizer and use whenever needed.
•Avoid gathering and crowded places
•No spiting at public place

Zero Contact Process:
•Booking through mail/portal
•Assistance through call.
•Signing In/Out with OTP.
•E-bill , faster, easier and more transparent .
•No physical contact with driver
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